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T E R M S  &  CO N D I T I O N S :TRIP   REGISTRATION    FORM:
Terms and Conditions: Registration is made with a $500 deposit per person. Registrations received within 90 days of departure will be assessed a $100 late fee and must be accompanied by payments required by that date. Expenses incurred as a result of expediting documents or information are the responsibility of the passenger. Seats are limited and tour will be closed when filled. All rates are in US dollars, per person, double occupancy. Unless passenger has a preferred roommate, MTT will make every effort to assign a suitable roommate. MTT is not responsible for, nor does it guarantee the finding of a roommate. If no roommate is available for placement, the applicable single room supplement will apply. Tour price is based on a minimum number of passengers. Should the minimum number not be met, tour price is subject to change. The tour price reflects a discount for purchases paid by cash or check. Visa, MasterCard and American Express are accepted as a convenience to our customers and are subjected to a 3% non-refundable convenience fee. Travel 
Documents: Passports and visas (if needed) are not included in the tour price. All travelers are required to have a passport for all trips outside of the United States which must be valid for at least six months beyond the completion date of the tour. Entry laws differ with respect to travelers’ citizenship. Non US passport holders are responsible for obtaining visas for the countries they are visiting, if required. You are responsible for any expenses incurred as a result of delays or itinerary changes related to your lack of appropriate travel documents and are therefore ineligible for any refund from MTT. Flight tickets must match passport name and verifying travel documents is the responsibility of the passenger. Cancellations: 100% of Cancellation Fees are covered by the optional Travel Insurance Program provided premium has been paid and reason for cancellation is insurable. Those who do not take insurance should be aware of the following cancellation penalties: Full refund, less $200 handling fee, will be made up to 120 days before departure: 119-60 days, $500; 59-30 days, 50% of tour price; less than 29 days, non-refundable. All applicable airfare and overseas operation cancellation fees will be added to the above. You will also be charged a single room fee if your cancellation forces your roommate into a single room. All cancellations must be submitted in writing and will take effect upon date of receipt by MTT. Unused portions of the tour cost are not refundable. Travel Insurance: We strongly advise cancellation insurance, which may grant full refund in case of illness or unforeseen events. Travel insurance also covers emergency medical expenses, trip interruption or missed connection and baggage delay. You will find policy details and coverage in the insurance brochure that will be sent to each passenger after the initial deposit and registration has been received, or you may visit www.madisontravel.com for more information. Not included in 
tour price: Travel Insurance, excess baggage charges, meals other than those provided for, items from hotel room, mini-fridge, telephone calls, laundry, bottled water, liquors, after dinner coffee or tea, personal items, US Customs & Immigration fee, if any, anything not mentioned as included and anything of a personal nature. Please note: A $100 charge per person, per change, will be assessed for any deviation from the prepared tour itinerary. No changes accepted within 90 days of departure. The fare is based on advance purchase excursion rates. All prices are based on currency rates of exchange in effect at the time of printing. If this should increase by more than 2%, a surcharge will be added. The services of any IATA or ARC carrier may be used in conjunction with the tour. MTT acts only in the capacity of agents for all vendors. Your deposit confirms your tour membership and your acceptance of all tour terms and conditions. By accepting tour membership, the tour member agrees that neither the tour operator, nor any of its employees or affiliates shall be liable for any strikes, riots, terrorism, wars, epidemics, quarantines, medical or customs regulations, defaults, delays, loss or damage resulting from negligence of any vendor. By embarking upon this tour, the traveler voluntarily assumes all risks of damage or loss involved, expected or unexpected. Tour operator reserves the right to refuse any person, before, or during the tour, and to make any changes to the tour should circumstances warrant. accepting tour a surcharge will be added. The IATA or ARC carrier may be used in conjunction a surcharge will be added. The a surcharge will be added. The . MTT acts only in the capacity of agents for all IATA or ARC carrier may be used in conjunction Your deposit confirms your tour membership and your . MTT acts only in the capacity of agents for all accepting Your deposit confirms your tour membership and your neither the tour . MTT acts only in the capacity of agents for all Your deposit confirms your tour membership and your . MTT acts only in the capacity of agents for all accepting tour Your deposit confirms your tour membership and your effect at the time of printing. If this a surcharge will be added. The effect at the time of printing. If this quarantines, loss or damage quarantines, . By embarking upon this loss or damage , the traveler voluntarily assumes all risks of damage or loss . By embarking upon this Tour operator reserves the tour, and to make any changes to the tour should circumstances warrant.or damage . By embarking upon this or damage , the traveler voluntarily assumes all risks of damage or loss . By embarking upon this Tour operator reserves the , and to make any changes to the tour should circumstances warrant.any changes to the tour should circumstances warrant., and to make , and to make Tour operator reserves the , the traveler voluntarily assumes all risks of damage or loss . By embarking upon this , the traveler voluntarily assumes all risks of damage or loss . By embarking upon this . By embarking upon this . By embarking upon this damage damage . By embarking upon this , the traveler voluntarily assumes all risks of damage or loss . By embarking upon this Tour operator reserves the , and to make any changes to the tour should circumstances warrant., the traveler voluntarily assumes all risks of damage or loss Tour operator reserves the , and to make any changes to the tour should circumstances warrant., the traveler voluntarily assumes all risks of damage or loss Tour operator reserves the , and to make Tour operator reserves the , and to make Tour operator reserves the any changes to the tour should circumstances warrant.terrorism, wars, regulations, defaults, delays, terrorism, wars, negligence of any vendorregulations, defaults, vendor. By embarking upon this defaults, delays, defaults, delays, , the traveler voluntarily assumes all risks of damage or loss negligence or unexpected. person, before, or during any changes to the tour should circumstances warrant.. MTT acts only in the capacity of agents for all Your deposit confirms your tour membership and your . MTT acts only in the capacity of agents for all conditions. By accepting Your deposit confirms your tour membership and your that neither , nor any of its employees or affiliates shall be liable for that epidemics, defaults, delays, epidemics, are based effect at the time of printing. If this a surcharge will be added. The effect at the time of printing. If this IATA or ARC carrier may be used in conjunction a surcharge will be added. The . MTT acts only in the capacity of agents for all IATA or ARC carrier may be used in conjunction based are based on terms and member , nor any of its employees or affiliates shall be liable for member strikes, riots, terrorism, wars, customs regulations, strikes, riots, terrorism, from negligence customs , the traveler voluntarily assumes all risks of damage or loss negligence expected or any person, any changes to the tour should circumstances warrant.itinerary. No fare is based itinerary. No prices are based effect at the time of printing. If this a surcharge will be added. The effect at the time of printing. If this IATA or ARC carrier may be used in conjunction a surcharge will be added. The . MTT acts only in the capacity of agents for all IATA or ARC carrier may be used in conjunction Your deposit confirms your tour membership and your . MTT acts only in the capacity of agents for all conditions. Your deposit confirms your tour membership and your Your deposit confirms your tour membership and your terms and conditions. Your deposit confirms your tour membership and your member agrees that , nor any of its employees or affiliates shall be liable for member agrees that wars, epidemics, terms and member , nor any of its employees or affiliates shall be liable for member strikes, riots, terrorism, customs strikes, riots, from negligence customs , the traveler voluntarily assumes all risks of damage or loss from negligence expected refuse any any changes to the tour should circumstances warrant., bottled water, liquors, after dinner coffee & Immigration fee, if any, , bottled water, liquors, after dinner coffee anything of & Immigration fee, if any,  A $100 charge per person, per change, will anything of the prepared tour itinerary. No  A $100 charge per person, per change, will The fare is based itineraryprices are based effect at the time of printing. If this a surcharge will be added. The effect at the time of printing. If this IATA or ARC carrier may be used in conjunction a surcharge will be added. The . MTT acts only in the capacity of agents for all IATA or ARC carrier may be used in conjunction IATA or ARC carrier may be used in conjunction Your deposit confirms your tour membership and your . MTT acts only in the capacity of agents for all conditions. Your deposit confirms your tour membership and your Your deposit confirms your tour membership and your terms and conditions. Your deposit confirms your tour membership and your member agrees that , nor any of its employees or affiliates shall be liable for agrees that for, items from hotel room, mini-fridge, laundry, bottled water, liquors, after dinner coffee for, items from hotel room, mini-fridge, items, laundrymentioned items,  A $100 charge per person, per change, will mentioned any deviation  A $100 charge per person, per change, will accepted within any deviation advance purchase currency rates should increase currency rates services should with services vendors. with , items from hotel room, mini-fridge, , bottled water, liquors, after dinner coffee , items from hotel room, mini-fridge, Customs , bottled water, liquors, after dinner coffee included Customs  A $100 charge per person, per change, will included deviation from the prepared  A $100 charge per person, per change, will . You will find policy details and coverage in the passenger after . You will find policy details and coverage in the or you may visit 

included in 

Travel insurance also covers emergency connection and . You will find policy details and coverage in the Travel insurance also covers emergency has been received, for more information. has been  Travel Insurance, excess baggage charges, meals other than those provided  Travel Insurance, excess baggage charges, meals telephone calls, laundryother than those provided or tea, personal items, telephone calls, laundryanything not mentioned or tea, personal items, nature. Please note:be assessed information.  Travel Insurance, excess baggage charges, meals , items from hotel room, mini-fridge,  Travel Insurance, excess baggage charges, meals , bottled water, liquors, after dinner coffee , items from hotel room, mini-fridge, Customs & Immigration fee, if any, , bottled water, liquors, after dinner coffee , bottled water, liquors, after dinner coffee & Immigration fee, if any, , bottled water, liquors, after dinner coffee  Travel Insurance, excess baggage charges, meals , items from hotel room, mini-fridge,  Travel Insurance, excess baggage charges, meals  Travel Insurance, excess baggage charges, meals , bottled water, liquors, after dinner coffee , items from hotel room, mini-fridge, , items from hotel room, mini-fridge, been received, more information. been received, brochure deposit and registration .madisontravel.com deposit and registration  Travel Insurance, excess baggage charges, meals than those  Travel Insurance, excess baggage charges, meals telephone calls, than those tea, personal telephone calls, tour other than telephone other than or tea, personal telephone www
tour 

unforeseen events. expenses, delay. You will find policy details and coverage in the brochure delay. You will find policy details and coverage in the unforeseen medical unforeseen baggage delayinsurance brochure baggage delayinitial deposit and .madisontravel.com deposit and 
price: Travel Insurance, excess baggage charges, meals than those telephone calls, than those initial deposit www.madisontravel.com initial deposit 

tour price:other than telephone other than events. Travel insurance also covers emergency expenses, trip interruption . You will find policy details and coverage in the Travel insurance also covers emergency or missed . You will find policy details and coverage in the each passenger . You will find policy details and coverage in the been received, or you information. been received, been received, 
Not 

. You will find policy details and coverage in the sent to each . You will find policy details and coverage in the been received, . You will find policy details and coverage in the that will be sent . You will find policy details and coverage in the . You will find policy details and coverage in the Travel insurance also covers emergency trip interruption . You will find policy details and coverage in the Travel insurance also covers emergency missed connection . You will find policy details and coverage in the Travel insurance also covers emergency missed connection telephone or telephone anything or nature. be assessed changes be assessed on advance nature. be changes be more information.  Travel Insurance, excess baggage charges, meals those provided for, items from hotel room, mini-fridge,  Travel Insurance, excess baggage charges, meals calls, laundry, bottled water, liquors, after dinner coffee those provided for, items from hotel room, mini-fridge, personal items, US Customs & Immigration fee, if any, calls, laundry, bottled water, liquors, after dinner coffee mentioned as included and personal items, US Customs & Immigration fee, if any, 
note: A $100 charge per person, per change, will included and assessed for any deviation changes accepted assessed for advance currency rates should currency services should & Immigration fee, if any, and anything & Immigration fee, if any,  A $100 charge per person, per change, will and anything , items from hotel room, mini-fridge, , bottled water, liquors, after dinner coffee , items from hotel room, mini-fridge, & Immigration fee, if any, , bottled water, liquors, after dinner coffee  Travel Insurance, excess baggage charges, meals provided for, items from hotel room, mini-fridge,  Travel Insurance, excess baggage charges, meals  Travel Insurance, excess baggage charges, meals laundry, bottled water, liquors, after dinner coffee provided for, items from hotel room, mini-fridge, personal items, US Customs laundry, bottled water, liquors, after dinner coffee mentioned as included items, US Customs  A $100 charge per person, per change, will mentioned as included assessed for any deviation from the prepared  A $100 charge per person, per change, will changes accepted assessed for any advance purchase currency rates should increase currency rates services should with services & Immigration fee, if any, anything & Immigration fee, if any,  A $100 charge per person, per change, will anything the prepared  A $100 charge per person, per change, will , bottled water, liquors, after dinner coffee & Immigration fee, if any, , bottled water, liquors, after dinner coffee any changes to the tour should circumstances warrant.to refuse involved, expected , the traveler voluntarily assumes all risks of damage or loss resulting from negligence or customs strikes, or customs strikes, strikes, riots, , nor any of its employees or affiliates shall be liable for strikes, riots, , nor any of its employees or affiliates shall be liable for membership, the , nor any of its employees or affiliates shall be liable for membership, the membership, the tour member agrees and conditions. agrees tour terms and conditions. and conditions. conditions. vendors. Your deposit confirms your tour membership and your with vendors. with . MTT acts only in the capacity of agents for all Your deposit confirms your tour membership and your . MTT acts only in the capacity of agents for all with the tour. MTT acts only in the capacity of agents for all IATA or ARC carrier may be used in conjunction . MTT acts only in the capacity of agents for all IATA or ARC carrier may be used in conjunction services with the services services of any IATA or ARC carrier may be used in conjunction a surcharge will be added. The IATA or ARC carrier may be used in conjunction a surcharge will be added. The a surcharge will be added. The IATA or ARC carrier may be used in conjunction a surcharge will be added. The should increase services of any should increase should increase a surcharge will be added. The IATA or ARC carrier may be used in conjunction a surcharge will be added. The increase by more than 2%, a surcharge will be added. The currency rates increase currency rates rates of exchange in effect at the time of printing. If this advance purchase rates of exchange prices are effect at the time of printing. If this purchase excursion rates. All prices are days of departure. excursion rates. days of departure. accepted within 90 days of departure. The fare prepared departure. The prepared tour itineraryThe fare tour itinerarydeviation from 90 days deviation from any deviation from the prepared tour itinerary A $100 charge per person, per change, will prepared tour itinerary A $100 charge per person, per change, will  A $100 charge per person, per change, will itinerary A $100 charge per person, per change, will  A $100 charge per person, per change, will a personal  A $100 charge per person, per change, will of a personal  A $100 charge per person, per change, will of a personal  A $100 charge per person, per change, will a personal of a personal of a personal of a personal of a personal a personal a personal mentioned as included items, US Customs mentioned as included items, US Customs items, US mentioned as items, US items, US Customs , the traveler voluntarily assumes all risks of damage or loss involved, expected to refuse any changes to the tour should circumstances warrant.tour itinerarydeparture. The fare tour itineraryprices are effect at the time of printing. If this a surcharge will be added. The effect at the time of printing. If this IATA or ARC carrier may be used in conjunction a surcharge will be added. The . MTT acts only in the capacity of agents for all IATA or ARC carrier may be used in conjunction Your deposit confirms your tour membership and your . MTT acts only in the capacity of agents for all tour terms Your deposit confirms your tour membership and your of all tour terms membership, the tour member , nor any of its employees or affiliates shall be liable for membership, the strikes, medical or customs strikes, resulting from medical or customs , the traveler voluntarily assumes all risks of damage or loss resulting from mentioned as included  A $100 charge per person, per change, will mentioned as any deviation  A $100 charge per person, per change, will accepted within 90 any deviation purchase excursion rates of exchange increase by rates of exchange services of any increase with the tourservices of vendors. with the acceptance vendors. as included  A $100 charge per person, per change, will as included deviation from the prepared tour itinerary A $100 charge per person, per change, will 90 days of departure. The deviation from the prepared tour deviation from excursion rates. All prices tour itineraryIATA or ARC carrier may be used in conjunction . MTT acts only in the capacity of agents for all IATA or ARC carrier may be used in conjunction Your deposit confirms your tour membership and your . MTT acts only in the capacity of agents for all of all tour terms Your deposit confirms your tour membership and your membership, the operator, nor any of its employees or affiliates shall be liable for membership, the strikes, medical or customs strikes, resulting from medical or customs , the traveler voluntarily assumes all risks of damage or loss resulting from involved, expected right to refuse any changes to the tour should circumstances warrant. A $100 charge per person, per change, will deviation  A $100 charge per person, per change, will within 90 deviation purchase excursion of exchange increase by more of exchange services of any IATA or ARC carrier may be used in conjunction increase by with the tourservices of any vendors. with the acceptance vendors. effect at the time of printing. If this 2%, a surcharge will be added. The effect at the time of printing. If this IATA or ARC carrier may be used in conjunction 2%, a surcharge will be added. The . MTT acts only in the capacity of agents for all IATA or ARC carrier may be used in conjunction effect at the time of printing. If this departure. The excursion rates. All prices exchange in effect at the time of printing. If this All prices effect at the time of printing. If this  A $100 charge per person, per change, will deviation  A $100 charge per person, per change, will within 90 days deviation excursion any changes to the tour should circumstances warrant.right to refuse involved, right to refuse involved, tour, the traveler voluntarily assumes all risks of damage or loss involved, tour, the traveler voluntarily assumes all risks of damage or loss resulting from medical or strikes, medical or customs strikes, strikes, operator, nor any of its employees or affiliates shall be liable for membership, , nor any of its employees or affiliates shall be liable for membership, membership, the membership, the acceptance membership, acceptance of all tour vendors. acceptance vendors. Your deposit confirms your tour membership and your all tour Your deposit confirms your tour membership and your Your deposit confirms your tour membership and your all tour Your deposit confirms your tour membership and your vendors. Your deposit confirms your tour membership and your . MTT acts only in the capacity of agents for all Your deposit confirms your tour membership and your . MTT acts only in the capacity of agents for all the tour. MTT acts only in the capacity of agents for all services of any the tour. MTT acts only in the capacity of agents for all services of any IATA or ARC carrier may be used in conjunction . MTT acts only in the capacity of agents for all IATA or ARC carrier may be used in conjunction IATA or ARC carrier may be used in conjunction . MTT acts only in the capacity of agents for all IATA or ARC carrier may be used in conjunction services of any IATA or ARC carrier may be used in conjunction increase by more any IATA or ARC carrier may be used in conjunction increase by more increase by 2%, a surcharge will be added. The IATA or ARC carrier may be used in conjunction 2%, a surcharge will be added. The increase by more any IATA or ARC carrier may be used in conjunction increase by more increase by more increase by more than 2%, a surcharge will be added. The exchange in effect at the time of printing. If this than 2%, exchange in effect at the time of printing. If this effect at the time of printing. If this 2%, a surcharge will be added. The effect at the time of printing. If this exchange by more exchange exchange in effect at the time of printing. If this excursion exchange in purchase excursion excursion within 90 days IATA or ARC carrier may be used in conjunction . MTT acts only in the capacity of agents for all IATA or ARC carrier may be used in conjunction Your deposit confirms your tour membership and your . MTT acts only in the capacity of agents for all . MTT acts only in the capacity of agents for all acceptance of all Your deposit confirms your tour membership and your membership, the operator, nor any of its employees or affiliates shall be liable for membership, strikes, medical or strikes, resulting medical or tour, the traveler voluntarily assumes all risks of damage or loss resulting involved, right to refuse any changes to the tour should circumstances warrant.right any changes to the tour should circumstances warrant.exchange by more than exchange of any IATA or ARC carrier may be used in conjunction by more the tour. MTT acts only in the capacity of agents for all of any IATA or ARC carrier may be used in conjunction vendors. Your deposit confirms your tour membership and your the touracceptance vendors. membership, IATA or ARC carrier may be used in conjunction exchange more than 2%, exchange IATA or ARC carrier may be used in conjunction than 2%, any strikes, medical any strikes, resulting medical medical tour, the traveler voluntarily assumes all risks of damage or loss resulting involved, right to refuse involved, right to any changes to the tour should circumstances warrant.any IATA or ARC carrier may be used in conjunction the tour. MTT acts only in the capacity of agents for all any IATA or ARC carrier may be used in conjunction vendors. Your deposit confirms your tour membership and your the tour. MTT acts only in the capacity of agents for all acceptance vendors. Your deposit confirms your tour membership and your membership, operatormembership, Your deposit confirms your tour membership and your acceptance of all Your deposit confirms your tour membership and your Your deposit confirms your tour membership and your membership, operator, nor any of its employees or affiliates shall be liable for membership, any strikes, . MTT acts only in the capacity of agents for all Your deposit confirms your tour membership and your . MTT acts only in the capacity of agents for all tourinvolved, medical resulting medical tour, the traveler voluntarily assumes all risks of damage or loss resulting involved, medical vendors. Your deposit confirms your tour membership and your acceptance of vendors. Your deposit confirms your tour membership and your membership, operator, nor any of its employees or affiliates shall be liable for membership, any strikes, medical any strikes, any medical any right any changes to the tour should circumstances warrant.any changes to the tour should circumstances warrant.any changes to the tour should circumstances warrant.any changes to the tour should circumstances warrant., the traveler voluntarily assumes all risks of damage or loss Tour operator reserves the during the tour, and to make during the any changes to the tour should circumstances warrant.Tour operator reserves the during the tour, the traveler voluntarily assumes all risks of damage or loss unexpected. Tour operator reserves the , nor any of its employees or affiliates shall be liable for tour , nor any of its employees or affiliates shall be liable for tour the tour the tour accepting tour Your deposit confirms your tour membership and your accepting tour Your deposit confirms your tour membership and your Your deposit confirms your tour membership and your . MTT acts only in the capacity of agents for all Your deposit confirms your tour membership and your . MTT acts only in the capacity of agents for all . MTT acts only in the capacity of agents for all IATA or ARC carrier may be used in conjunction a surcharge will be added. The IATA or ARC carrier may be used in conjunction a surcharge will be added. The a surcharge will be added. The effect at the time of printing. If this are based effect at the time of printing. If this are based The fare is are based The fare is tour itinerary A $100 charge per person, per change, will tour itinerary A $100 charge per person, per change, will  A $100 charge per person, per change, will anything of anything of & Immigration fee, if any, , bottled water, liquors, after dinner coffee & Immigration fee, if any, , bottled water, liquors, after dinner coffee , bottled water, liquors, after dinner coffee , items from hotel room, mini-fridge, , bottled water, liquors, after dinner coffee , items from hotel room, mini-fridge, , items from hotel room, mini-fridge,  Travel Insurance, excess baggage charges, meals , items from hotel room, mini-fridge,  Travel Insurance, excess baggage charges, meals  Travel Insurance, excess baggage charges, meals  Travel Insurance, excess baggage charges, meals more information. has been received, be sent to . You will find policy details and coverage in the be sent . You will find policy details and coverage in the . You will find policy details and coverage in the interruption . You will find policy details and coverage in the interruption Travel insurance also covers emergency interruption Travel insurance also covers emergency any changes to the tour should circumstances warrant.or during Tour operator reserves the , the traveler voluntarily assumes all risks of damage or loss vendor. By embarking upon this , the traveler voluntarily assumes all risks of damage or loss vendor. By embarking upon this vendor. By embarking upon this defaults, delays, epidemics, defaults, delays, epidemics, epidemics, , nor any of its employees or affiliates shall be liable for that neither , nor any of its employees or affiliates shall be liable for that neither that neither conditions. By accepting Your deposit confirms your tour membership and your conditions. By accepting Your deposit confirms your tour membership and your Your deposit confirms your tour membership and your . MTT acts only in the capacity of agents for all Your deposit confirms your tour membership and your . MTT acts only in the capacity of agents for all . MTT acts only in the capacity of agents for all . MTT acts only in the capacity of agents for all IATA or ARC carrier may be used in conjunction a surcharge will be added. The effect at the time of printing. If this based on effect at the time of printing. If this based on any changes to the tour should circumstances warrant.during the Tour operator reserves the during the unexpected. Tour operator reserves the , the traveler voluntarily assumes all risks of damage or loss unexpected. Tour operator reserves the , the traveler voluntarily assumes all risks of damage or loss any vendor, the traveler voluntarily assumes all risks of damage or loss any vendorany vendorregulations, defaults, terrorism, wars, regulations, defaults, terrorism, wars, terrorism, wars, , nor any of its employees or affiliates shall be liable for member , nor any of its employees or affiliates shall be liable for member member terms and member terms and Your deposit confirms your tour membership and your tour terms Your deposit confirms your tour membership and your Your deposit confirms your tour membership and your . MTT acts only in the capacity of agents for all Your deposit confirms your tour membership and your . MTT acts only in the capacity of agents for all . MTT acts only in the capacity of agents for all Tour operator reserves the , the traveler voluntarily assumes all risks of damage or loss Tour operator reserves the been received, initial deposit and registration has been received, to each deposit and registration has been received, insurance brochure deposit and each passenger received, or insurance brochure that will be sent to each passenger . You will find policy details and coverage in the passenger after . You will find policy details and coverage in the . You will find policy details and coverage in the brochure that . You will find policy details and coverage in the . You will find policy details and coverage in the connection and . You will find policy details and coverage in the interruption . You will find policy details and coverage in the interruption or missed . You will find policy details and coverage in the interruption or missed connection and Travel insurance also covers emergency and Travel insurance also covers emergency interruption or missed interruption or missed should currency on advance changes accepted assessed changes accepted assessed assessed assessed Please 

anything not 
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anything not tea, personal telephone calls, other than those price:
.madisontravel.com initial deposit .madisontravel.com initial deposit initial deposit initial deposit insurance baggage insurance baggage baggage medical baggage any changes to the tour should circumstances warrant.right to involved, right to involved, tourinvolved, tourtour, the traveler voluntarily assumes all risks of damage or loss resulting tour, the traveler voluntarily assumes all risks of damage or loss resulting resulting medical resulting medical medical , nor any of its employees or affiliates shall be liable for agrees conditions. agrees and conditions. Your deposit confirms your tour membership and your and conditions. Your deposit confirms your tour membership and your Your deposit confirms your tour membership and your . MTT acts only in the capacity of agents for all IATA or ARC carrier may be used in conjunction . MTT acts only in the capacity of agents for all IATA or ARC carrier may be used in conjunction IATA or ARC carrier may be used in conjunction 2%, a surcharge will be added. The IATA or ARC carrier may be used in conjunction 2%, a surcharge will be added. The IATA or ARC carrier may be used in conjunction more than IATA or ARC carrier may be used in conjunction more than more than more than exchange in more than exchange in exchange in excursion exchange in effect at the time of printing. If this excursion rates. days of departure. excursion rates. 90 days of excursion days of departure. excursion rates. days of departure. from the prepared of departure. from the prepared the prepared  A $100 charge per person, per change, will the prepared  A $100 charge per person, per change, will  A $100 charge per person, per change, will and anything and anything and anything & Immigration fee, if any, and anything & Immigration fee, if any, & Immigration fee, if any, , bottled water, liquors, after dinner coffee , items from hotel room, mini-fridge, , bottled water, liquors, after dinner coffee , items from hotel room, mini-fridge, more than exchange purchase excursion exchange purchase excursion within 90 purchase excursion within 90 deviation  A $100 charge per person, per change, will mentioned as included  A $100 charge per person, per change, will mentioned as included mentioned as included US Customs , bottled water, liquors, after dinner coffee US Customs , bottled water, liquors, after dinner coffee , bottled water, liquors, after dinner coffee , items from hotel room, mini-fridge, telephone resulting medical resulting medical medical medical any strikes, operator, nor any of its employees or affiliates shall be liable for any strikes, operator, nor any of its employees or affiliates shall be liable for membership, operator, nor any of its employees or affiliates shall be liable for membership, membership, acceptance of all Your deposit confirms your tour membership and your . MTT acts only in the capacity of agents for all IATA or ARC carrier may be used in conjunction . MTT acts only in the capacity of agents for all IATA or ARC carrier may be used in conjunction IATA or ARC carrier may be used in conjunction 2%, a surcharge will be added. The IATA or ARC carrier may be used in conjunction 2%, a surcharge will be added. The 2%, a surcharge will be added. The IATA or ARC carrier may be used in conjunction 2%, a surcharge will be added. The 2%, a surcharge will be added. The IATA or ARC carrier may be used in conjunction 2%, a surcharge will be added. The 2%, a surcharge will be added. The effect at the time of printing. If this a surcharge will be added. The effect at the time of printing. If this effect at the time of printing. If this a surcharge will be added. The effect at the time of printing. If this effect at the time of printing. If this All prices departure. The fare prepared tour itineraryThe fare prepared tour itineraryprepared tour itinerarytour itinerary A $100 charge per person, per change, will tour itinerary A $100 charge per person, per change, will  A $100 charge per person, per change, will a personal  A $100 charge per person, per change, will a personal a personal & Immigration fee, if any, a personal & Immigration fee, if any, than those provided telephone calls, laundrytelephone calls, tour other other other than a preferred roommate, MTT will make every effort a suitable roommate. MTT is not responsible for, nor a preferred roommate, MTT will make every effort a roommate. If no roommate is a suitable roommate. MTT is not responsible for, nor a $500 deposit of departure a $500 deposit a $100 late fee and must be accompanied by of departure incurred as a result of a $100 late fee and must be accompanied by responsibility incurred as . Seats are limited and tour will be closed when filled. responsibility double occupancy. Seats are limited and tour will be closed when filled. a preferred roommate, MTT will make every effort double occupancydouble occupancya $500 deposit departure a $500 deposit a $100 late fee and must be accompanied by departure as a result of a $100 late fee and must be accompanied by responsibility of a result of . Seats are limited and tour will be closed when filled. responsibility occupancy. Seats are limited and tour will be closed when filled. a preferred roommate, MTT will make every effort occupancya suitable roommate. MTT is not responsible for, nor a preferred roommate, MTT will make every effort a roommate. If no roommate is a suitable roommate. MTT is not responsible for, nor a roommate. If no roommate is a suitable roommate. MTT is not responsible for, nor a preferred roommate, MTT will make every effort occupancy. Unless occupancy. Unless occupancy. Unless occupancy. Unless . Seats are limited and tour will be closed when filled. . Unless . Seats are limited and tour will be closed when filled. . Seats are limited and tour will be closed when filled. . Seats are limited and tour will be closed when filled. of the . Seats are limited and tour will be closed when filled. of the responsibility of the a result of a $100 late fee and must be accompanied by departure departure departure a $500 deposit departure a $500 deposit a $500 deposit a $500 deposit a $500 deposit a $500 deposit a $500 deposit departure will a $500 deposit a $100 late fee and must be accompanied by departure a result of a $100 late fee and must be accompanied by responsibility of the a result of . Seats are limited and tour will be closed when filled. of the occupancy. Unless a preferred roommate, MTT will make every effort occupancy. Unless . Unless a suitable roommate. MTT is not responsible for, nor a preferred roommate, MTT will make every effort a roommate. If no roommate is a suitable roommate. MTT is not responsible for, nor departure will a $100 late fee and must be accompanied by departure will a result of a $100 late fee and must be accompanied by of the a result of a preferred roommate, MTT will make every effort a suitable roommate. MTT is not responsible for, nor a preferred roommate, MTT will make every effort a roommate. If no roommate is a suitable roommate. MTT is not responsible for, nor a preferred roommate, MTT will make every effort a suitable roommate. MTT is not responsible for, nor a preferred roommate, MTT will make every effort a roommate. If no roommate is a suitable roommate. MTT is not responsible for, nor a $100 late fee and must be accompanied by a result of a $100 late fee and must be accompanied by of the a result of a $100 late fee and must be accompanied by a result of a $100 late fee and must be accompanied by a $100 late fee and must be accompanied by a $100 late fee and must be accompanied by a suitable roommate. MTT is not responsible for, nor a roommate. If no roommate is a suitable roommate. MTT is not responsible for, nor information are the . Seats are limited and tour will be closed when filled. information are the information are the person, double . Seats are limited and tour will be closed when filled. a preferred roommate, MTT will make every effort person, double person, double a suitable roommate. MTT is not responsible for, nor a preferred roommate, MTT will make every effort a roommate. If no roommate is a suitable roommate. MTT is not responsible for, nor Registration is made Registrations received a $100 late fee and must be accompanied by Registrations received by that date. Expenses a $100 late fee and must be accompanied by information are the Expenses made with T E R M S  &  CO N D I T I O N S :

Terms and Conditions: Registrations a $100 late fee and must be accompanied by Registrations required by a $100 late fee and must be accompanied by documents or required by . Seats are limited and tour will be closed when filled. documents or person, double . Seats are limited and tour will be closed when filled. a preferred roommate, MTT will make every effort person, double a suitable roommate. MTT is not responsible for, nor a preferred roommate, MTT will make every effort of a roommate. If no roommate is a suitable roommate. MTT is not responsible for, nor T E R M S  &  CO N D I T I O N S :T E R M S  &  CO N D I T I O N S :

Terms and Conditions: Registrations assessed a $100 late fee and must be accompanied by Registrations Registrations required assessed a $100 late fee and must be accompanied by documents required . Seats are limited and tour will be closed when filled. documents US dollars, per person, . Seats are limited and tour will be closed when filled. a preferred roommate, MTT will make every effort person, a suitable roommate. MTT is not responsible for, nor a preferred roommate, MTT will make every effort finding of a roommate. If no roommate is a suitable roommate. MTT is not responsible for, nor T E R M S  &  CO N D I T I O N S :

Terms and Conditions: person. Registrations assessed a $100 late fee and must be accompanied by person. Registrations payments required assessed a $100 late fee and must be accompanied by expediting documents payments required . Seats are limited and tour will be closed when filled. expediting documents in US dollars, per person, . Seats are limited and tour will be closed when filled. a preferred roommate, MTT will make every effort dollars, per person, a suitable roommate. MTT is not responsible for, nor a preferred roommate, MTT will make every effort finding of a suitable roommate. MTT is not responsible for, nor the finding a suitable roommate. MTT is not responsible for, nor finding a suitable roommate. MTT is not responsible for, nor a suitable roommate. MTT is not responsible for, nor a preferred roommate, MTT will make every effort a suitable roommate. MTT is not responsible for, nor a preferred roommate, MTT will make every effort has a preferred roommate, MTT will make every effort in US dollars, has a preferred roommate, MTT will make every effort in US dollars, are in US dollars, . Seats are limited and tour will be closed when filled. are in US . Seats are limited and tour will be closed when filled. passenger. Seats are limited and tour will be closed when filled. expediting documents payments required expediting documents payments required payments required assessed payments required assessed assessed a $100 late fee and must be accompanied by person. Registrations assessed a $100 late fee and must be accompanied by person. Registrations person. Registrations Terms and Conditions: 

T E R M S  &  CO N D I T I O N S :T E R M S  &  CO N D I T I O N S :person. Registrations assessed person. Registrations payments required assessed expediting documents payments required passenger. Seats are limited and tour will be closed when filled. expediting documents are in US passenger. Seats are limited and tour will be closed when filled. passenger has a preferred roommate, MTT will make every effort are in US a suitable roommate. MTT is not responsible for, nor has a preferred roommate, MTT will make every effort the finding a suitable roommate. MTT is not responsible for, nor T E R M S  &  CO N D I T I O N S :

Terms and Conditions: person. Registrations a suitable roommate. MTT is not responsible for, nor guarantee the a suitable roommate. MTT is not responsible for, nor a suitable roommate. MTT is not responsible for, nor passenger has assign a suitable roommate. MTT is not responsible for, nor passenger has passenger has rates are in passenger has rates are in rates are in passenger. Seats are limited and tour will be closed when filled. rates are in passenger. Seats are limited and tour will be closed when filled. passenger. Seats are limited and tour will be closed when filled. expediting documents payments expediting payments payments assessed payments assessed assessed per person. person. Terms and Conditions: Terms and Conditions: 

T E R M S  &  CO N D I T I O N S :passenger to passenger does to to T E R M S  &  CO N D I T I O N S :

Terms and Conditions: per person. be assessed per person. payments be assessed expediting payments passenger. Seats are limited and tour will be closed when filled. expediting All rates are passenger. Seats are limited and tour will be closed when filled. passenger has rates are assign a suitable roommate. MTT is not responsible for, nor passenger has T E R M S  &  CO N D I T I O N S :

Terms and Conditions: per person. be assessed per person. payments be assessed expediting payments passengerexpediting T E R M S  &  CO N D I T I O N S :T E R M S  &  CO N D I T I O N S :be assessed payments be assessed Terms and Conditions: per person. be assessed per person. Terms and Conditions: 

T E R M S  &  CO N D I T I O N S :payments expediting payments passengerexpediting All rates are passengerpassenger rates are assign a suitable roommate. MTT is not responsible for, nor passenger guarantee assign a suitable roommate. MTT is not responsible for, nor expediting passengerexpediting All rates passengerpassenger All rates assign a suitable roommate. MTT is not responsible for, nor passenger does it guarantee assign a suitable roommate. MTT is not responsible for, nor expediting passengerexpediting All rates passengerpassenger All rates assign passenger does it guarantee assign expediting passengerexpediting All rates passengerpassenger All rates assign passenger does it guarantee assign passengerAll rates passengerpassenger All rates to assign passenger does it to assign to assign passengerAll rates passengerpassenger All rates to assign passenger does it to assign within 90 days of departure a $100 late fee and must be accompanied by within 90 days of departure Expenses incurred as a $100 late fee and must be accompanied by are the responsibility Expenses incurred a $100 late fee and must be accompanied by Expenses incurred a $100 late fee and must be accompanied by the responsibility Expenses incurred received within a $100 late fee and must be accompanied by received within a suitable roommate. MTT is not responsible for, nor a roommate. If no roommate is a suitable roommate. MTT is not responsible for, nor a suitable roommate. MTT is not responsible for, nor a preferred roommate, MTT will make every effort a suitable roommate. MTT is not responsible for, nor a preferred roommate, MTT will make every effort a preferred roommate, MTT will make every effort person, double a preferred roommate, MTT will make every effort person, double person, double person, double . Seats are limited and tour will be closed when filled. information are the Expenses a $100 late fee and must be accompanied by Expenses a $100 late fee and must be accompanied by a $100 late fee and must be accompanied by within 90 a $100 late fee and must be accompanied by within 90 within 90 days is made made with a suitable roommate. MTT is not responsible for, nor a roommate. If no roommate is a suitable roommate. MTT is not responsible for, nor a suitable roommate. MTT is not responsible for, nor a suitable roommate. MTT is not responsible for, nor a preferred roommate, MTT will make every effort double occupancy. Seats are limited and tour will be closed when filled. are the responsibility . Seats are limited and tour will be closed when filled. are the responsibility are the responsibility Expenses incurred are the responsibility Expenses incurred Expenses incurred a $100 late fee and must be accompanied by Expenses incurred a $100 late fee and must be accompanied by a $100 late fee and must be accompanied by a $100 late fee and must be accompanied by received within received within Registration is Registration is T E R M S  &  CO N D I T I O N S :T E R M S  &  CO N D I T I O N S :a $100 late fee and must be accompanied by guarantee the a suitable roommate. MTT is not responsible for, nor guarantee a suitable roommate. MTT is not responsible for, nor a suitable roommate. MTT is not responsible for, nor guarantee the finding a suitable roommate. MTT is not responsible for, nor assign a suitable roommate. MTT is not responsible for, nor a preferred roommate, MTT will make every effort a suitable roommate. MTT is not responsible for, nor a preferred roommate, MTT will make every effort passenger has a preferred roommate, MTT will make every effort rates are passengerrates are passengerpassengerexpediting payments expediting payments payments be assessed per per per person. Registrations person. Registrations person. Registrations person. Registrations person. Registrations person. Registrations per person. Registrations Terms and Conditions: Terms and Conditions: Terms and Conditions: 

T E R M S  &  CO N D I T I O N S :and verifying passengerdiffer with holders are are visiting, holders are incurred as visiting, of appropriate incurred as any refund of appropriate and verifying any refund are visiting, incurred are visiting, lack incurred . Tour price is based on a minimum number of passengers. Should the . Tour price is based on a minimum number of to change. passengers. Should purchases paid by to change. Express are accepted subjected to 
Documents:tour price. trips outside of the United States which must be valid for at least six months difholders are holders incurred are guarantee the finding placement, guarantee the finding . Tour price is based on a minimum number of placement, guarantee for placement, guarantee . Tour price is based on a minimum number of for placement, passengers. Should . Tour price is based on a minimum number of subject to passengers. Should purchases subject Express are subjected 
Documents:the tour price. trips outside of the United States which must be valid for at least the tour the tour Documents:
subjected 
Documents:
subjected Express are subjected Express purchases Express purchases is subject passengers. is subject passengers. passengers. Should will passengers. will will apply. Tour price is based on a minimum number of available for placement, apply. Tour price is based on a minimum number of available for placement, available for placement, available for placement, guarantee for placement, guarantee guarantee guarantee available for placement, guarantee will apply. Tour price is based on a minimum number of available for passengers. will apply. Tour price is based on a minimum number of is subject passengers. purchases is subject Express subjected 
Documents:

it guarantee available for placement, guarantee will apply. Tour price is based on a minimum number of available for passengers. is subject passengers. purchases is subject Express subjected 
Documents:

it guarantee available for it guarantee it guarantee is purchases is Express subjected Express purchases Express does it guarantee available for does it guarantee Express purchases Express passenger. covered premium covered appropriate refund from appropriate verifying refund passenger. All travelers trips outside of the United States which must be valid for at least beyond the respect to beyond the are responsible visiting, if required. are responsible incurred as a result of delays or itinerary changes related to your visiting, if appropriate incurred as a result of delays or itinerary changes related to your change. The cash or check. Visa, MasterCard and American change. The a convenience to our customers and are a 3% non-refundable convenience fee.  Passports and visas (if needed) are not included in a 3% non-refundable convenience fee. travelers are required to  Passports and visas (if needed) are not included in trips outside of the United States which must be valid for at least the finding placement, the the finding . Tour price is based on a minimum number of placement, the placement, the Should the minimum . Tour price is based on a minimum number of change. The the minimum the minimum trips outside of the United States which must be valid for at least beyond the completion respect to travelers’ citizenship. Non US passport beyond the completion responsible for obtaining if required. You are responsible for any expenses responsible for obtaining as a result of delays or itinerary changes related to your if required. appropriate travel as a result of delays or itinerary changes related to your refund from appropriate verifying travel refund from 
Cancellations

verifying verifying covered by premium covered Those finding of placement, the applicable finding of . Tour price is based on a minimum number of placement, the applicable minimum . Tour price is based on a minimum number of The tour price reflects minimum Visa, MasterCard and American reflects a convenience to our customers and are a 3% non-refundable convenience fee.  Passports and visas (if needed) are not included in a 3% non-refundable convenience fee. have a passport for all  Passports and visas (if needed) are not included in trips outside of the United States which must be valid for at least completion date of the tourtravelers’ citizenship. Non US passport completion date completion date obtaining a result of delays or itinerary changes related to your ineligible a result of delays or itinerary changes related to your . Flight tickets must match passport name ineligible responsibility . Flight tickets must match passport name : 100% of Cancellation Fees are responsibility Travel Insurance Program provided cancellation Travel Insurance Program provided should be aware $200 handling should be aware 119-60 days, $500; 59-30 $200 handling than 29 days, non-refundable. 119-60 days, $500; 59-30 overseas operation than 29 paid and reason insurance should refund, insurance should before departure: refund, less than before departure: overseas operation less than beyond the completion to travelers’beyond the completion responsible for obtaining required. You are responsible for any expenses responsible for obtaining a result of delays or itinerary changes related to your required. You are responsible for any expenses appropriate travel documents a result of delays or itinerary changes related to your refund from appropriate verifying travel refund from 
Cancellations

verifying travel covered by the premium has been paid and covered by Those who do not take insurance cancellation penalties: Those who do not take made up to 120 days cancellation penalties: days, 50% of made up to 120 made up to finding of a roommate. If no roommate is the applicable finding of a roommate. If no roommate is . Tour price is based on a minimum number of the applicable minimum number not be . Tour price is based on a minimum number of reflects a discount for not be Visa, MasterCard and American reflects a discount for a convenience to our customers and are a 3% non-refundable convenience fee.  Passports and visas (if needed) are not included in a 3% non-refundable convenience fee. have a passport for all  Passports and visas (if needed) are not included in trips outside of the United States which must be valid for at least completion date of the tour citizenship. Non US passport completion date of the tourof the tourobtaining visas You are responsible for any expenses obtaining visas unforeseen insurance, unforeseen insurance, unforeseen if your cancellations if your of receipt cancellations refundable. of receipt insurance, aware of the following $200 handling fee, will be aware of the following 119-60 days, $500; 59-30 $200 handling fee, will be non-refundable. All 119-60 days, $500; 59-30 cancellation fees will non-refundable. All non-refundable. All You will also be charged a single room fee your roommate into a single room. All You will also be charged a single room fee submitted in writing your roommate forces your submitted forces your days before tour price; less days before and overseas price; less above. You will also be charged a single room fee forces your above. You will also be charged a single room fee tour price; applicable airfare and tour price; be added to the above. your cancellation added to tour price; . Unused portions of the tour cost are not  We strongly advise cancellation case of  We strongly advise cancellation Travel insurance also covers emergency case of 119-60 days, $500; 59-30 non-refundable. 119-60 days, $500; 59-30 cancellation non-refundable. non-refundable. You will also be charged a single room fee into a single room. All You will also be charged a single room fee and will take into a single room. All . Unused portions of the tour cost are not and will take You will also be charged a single room fee a single room. All You will also be charged a single room fee You will also be charged a single room fee 119-60 days, $500; 59-30 non-refundable. All 119-60 days, $500; 59-30 fees will non-refundable. All You will also be charged a single room fee Travel insurance also covers emergency Travel insurance also covers emergency Travel insurance also covers emergency effect upon cancellation fees You will also be charged a single room fee a single room. All You will also be charged a single room fee will take effect upon a single room. All . Unused portions of the tour cost are not will take effect upon  We strongly advise cancellation of illness or  We strongly advise cancellation  We strongly advise cancellation cancellation fees You will also be charged a single room fee a single room. All You will also be charged a single room fee effect upon a single room. All refund in case Travel insurance also covers emergency refund in case cancellation forces cancellations must be submitted cancellation forces receipt by MTTcancellations must 
Travel Insurance:which may grant events. Travel insurance also covers emergency may grant  We strongly advise cancellation full refund  We strongly advise cancellation Travel insurance also covers emergency full refund  We strongly advise cancellation be submitted MTT. Unused portions of the tour cost are not be submitted 
Travel Insurance: We strongly advise cancellation Travel Insurance:insurance, which may unforeseen insurance, insurance, which may unforeseen events. Travel insurance also covers emergency insurance, which may Travel Insurance Program provided insurable. Travel Insurance Program provided following will be following responsibility of the : 100% of Cancellation Fees are responsibility of Travel Insurance Program provided cancellation is insurable. Travel Insurance Program provided be aware penalties: Full refund, less $200 handling take insurance should be aware before departure: 119-60 days, $500; 59-30 Full refund, less $200 handling Full refund, price; less than 29 days, non-refundable. before departure: 119-60 days, $500; 59-30 overseas operation cancellation price; less than 29 days, non-refundable. You will also be charged a single room fee forces your roommate You will also be charged a single room fee 50% of tour applicable airfare 50% of tour penalties: Full 120 days before penalties: of tour price; 120 days . Flight tickets must match passport name responsibility of . Flight tickets must match passport name : 100% of Cancellation Fees are responsibility Travel Insurance Program provided cancellation is Travel Insurance Program provided take insurance should be aware Full refund, less $200 handling insurance should be aware before departure: 119-60 days, $500; 59-30 Full refund, less $200 handling less than 29 days, non-refundable. before departure: 119-60 days, $500; 59-30 overseas operation cancellation less than 29 days, non-refundable. You will also be charged a single room fee to 120 days days, 50% of tour to 120 days applicable airfare days, 50% of not take insurance penalties: Full not take insurance 120 days penalties: a result of delays or itinerary changes related to your therefore ineligible a result of delays or itinerary changes related to your . Flight tickets must match passport name therefore ineligible responsibility . Flight tickets must match passport name : 100% of Cancellation Fees are responsibility Travel Insurance Program provided for cancellation Travel Insurance Program provided should be aware less $200 should be aware departure: 119-60 days, $500; 59-30 less $200 than 29 days, departure: 119-60 days, $500; 59-30 overseas operation than 29 optional Travel Insurance Program provided paid and reason optional Travel Insurance Program provided insurance should refund, less insurance should departure: refund, less than departure: overseas operation less than cancellation penalties: made up to 120 cancellation penalties: to travelers’responsible for obtaining required. You are responsible for any expenses responsible for obtaining a result of delays or itinerary changes related to your required. You are responsible for any expenses appropriate travel documents a result of delays or itinerary changes related to your refund from MTT. Flight tickets must match passport name appropriate travel documents verifying travel refund from 
Cancellations

verifying travel covered by the premium has covered by the Those who cancellation Those made cancellation been paid and reason who do not take cancellation penalties: who do not of a roommate. If no roommate is applicable of a roommate. If no roommate is . Tour price is based on a minimum number of applicable not be met, . Tour price is based on a minimum number of reflects a discount for not be met, Visa, MasterCard and American reflects a discount for a convenience to our customers and are a 3% non-refundable convenience fee.  Passports and visas (if needed) are not included in a 3% non-refundable convenience fee. a passport for all  Passports and visas (if needed) are not included in trips outside of the United States which must be valid for at least the tour. Entry laws  citizenship. Non US passport the tourobtaining visas You are responsible for any expenses obtaining visas than 29 departure: 119-60 days, $500; 59-30 cancellation penalties: Full refund, less $200 Those who Those who do not take insurance should be aware Those who do has been do not take premium has been paid and reason for cancellation Travel Insurance Program provided reason for Travel Insurance Program provided optional been paid optional Travel Insurance Program provided cancellation Travel Insurance Program provided by the optional Travel Insurance Program provided Travel Insurance Program provided by the : 100% of Cancellation Fees are Cancellations: 100% of Cancellation Fees are Cancellations: 100% of Cancellation Fees are Cancellations
responsibility : 100% of Cancellation Fees are responsibility verifying travel documents is the responsibility refund from MTT. Flight tickets must match passport name therefore ineligible . Flight tickets must match passport name therefore ineligible travel documents and are therefore ineligible a result of delays or itinerary changes related to your ineligible a result of delays or itinerary changes related to your a result of delays or itinerary changes related to your travel documents a result of delays or itinerary changes related to your a result of delays or itinerary changes related to your You are responsible for any expenses a result of delays or itinerary changes related to your You are responsible for any expenses You are responsible for any expenses a result of delays or itinerary changes related to your You are responsible for any expenses You are responsible for any expenses a result of delays or itinerary changes related to your You are responsible for any expenses required. You are responsible for any expenses a result of delays or itinerary changes related to your required. You are responsible for any expenses You are responsible for any expenses required. You are responsible for any expenses You are responsible for any expenses required. You are responsible for any expenses You are responsible for any expenses responsible for obtaining visas for the  citizenship. Non US passport visas for  citizenship. Non US passport for the countries  citizenship. Non US passport the tour. Entry laws tour. Entry laws trips outside of the United States which must be valid for at least a passport for all trips outside of the United States which must be valid for at least a passport for all  Passports and visas (if needed) are not included in a passport for all  Passports and visas (if needed) are not included in  Passports and visas (if needed) are not included in a 3% non-refundable convenience fee. a convenience to our customers and are Visa, MasterCard and American reflects a discount for not be met, . Tour price is based on a minimum number of single room . Tour price is based on a minimum number of single room applicable single . Tour price is based on a minimum number of applicable single applicable single . Tour price is based on a minimum number of applicable single applicable single . Tour price is based on a minimum number of applicable single applicable single a roommate. If no roommate is You are responsible for any expenses a result of delays or itinerary changes related to your You are responsible for any expenses therefore ineligible a result of delays or itinerary changes related to your a result of delays or itinerary changes related to your . Flight tickets must match passport name therefore ineligible responsibility . Flight tickets must match passport name : 100% of Cancellation Fees are responsibility Travel Insurance Program provided for cancellation Travel Insurance Program provided should be less $200 should be departure: 119-60 days, $500; 59-30 refund, less $200 Cancellations: 100% of Cancellation Fees are the optional Travel Insurance Program provided has been paid and reason for the optional Travel Insurance Program provided who do not take insurance should refund, less insurance should departure: refund, less premium has been who do a 3% non-refundable convenience fee.  Passports and visas (if needed) are not included in a 3% non-refundable convenience fee. a passport for all  Passports and visas (if needed) are not included in trips outside of the United States which must be valid for at least tour. Entry laws  citizenship. Non US passport tour. Entry laws obtaining visas for the countries required. You are responsible for any expenses obtaining visas a result of delays or itinerary changes related to your required. You are responsible for any expenses travel documents and a result of delays or itinerary changes related to your from MTT. Flight tickets must match passport name travel documents travel documents from MTT. Flight tickets must match passport name 

Cancellations
travel by the optional premium has been by the a roommate. If no roommate is applicable single room a roommate. If no roommate is . Tour price is based on a minimum number of single room be met, tour . Tour price is based on a minimum number of a discount for be met, tour be met, tour Visa, MasterCard and American a discount for a convenience to our customers and are a 3% non-refundable convenience fee. countries they You are responsible for any expenses countries they a result of delays or itinerary changes related to your You are responsible for any expenses therefore ineligible a result of delays or itinerary changes related to your . Flight tickets must match passport name therefore the responsibility . Flight tickets must match passport name : 100% of Cancellation Fees are the responsibility Travel Insurance Program provided for cancellation Travel Insurance Program provided should be refund, less $200 should be : 100% of Cancellation Fees are Travel Insurance Program provided reason for cancellation Travel Insurance Program provided should refund, less $200 should documents is 

Cancellations: 100% of Cancellation Fees are documents is documents is the optional Cancellations
travel documents 

Cancellations
travel a result of delays or itinerary changes related to your travel documents a result of delays or itinerary changes related to your MTT. Flight tickets must match passport name travel documents travel documents MTT. Flight tickets must match passport name a roommate. If no roommate is single room supplement a roommate. If no roommate is . Tour price is based on a minimum number of room supplement be met, tour . Tour price is based on a minimum number of a discount for met, tour Visa, MasterCard and American a discount for a convenience to our customers and are a 3% non-refundable convenience fee.  Passports and visas (if needed) are not included in a 3% non-refundable convenience fee. a passport for all  Passports and visas (if needed) are not included in trips outside of the United States which must be valid for at least tour. Entry laws  citizenship. Non US passport tour. Entry laws visas for the countries You are responsible for any expenses visas for a result of delays or itinerary changes related to your You are responsible for any expenses documents and a result of delays or itinerary changes related to your reason for cancellation Travel Insurance Program provided for cancellation Travel Insurance Program provided Travel Insurance Program provided : 100% of Cancellation Fees are Cancellations: 100% of Cancellation Fees are travel documents 

Cancellations
travel documents documents : 100% of Cancellation Fees are documents documents is the : 100% of Cancellation Fees are documents is the travel documents is the responsibility . Flight tickets must match passport name the responsibility . Flight tickets must match passport name documents is MTT. Flight tickets must match passport name documents . Flight tickets must match passport name documents . Flight tickets must match passport name . Flight tickets must match passport name documents . Flight tickets must match passport name documents therefore . Flight tickets must match passport name therefore documents and are therefore ineligible a result of delays or itinerary changes related to your therefore ineligible a result of delays or itinerary changes related to your a result of delays or itinerary changes related to your documents and are a result of delays or itinerary changes related to your a result of delays or itinerary changes related to your a result of delays or itinerary changes related to your You are responsible for any expenses a result of delays or itinerary changes related to your You are responsible for any expenses You are responsible for any expenses a result of delays or itinerary changes related to your You are responsible for any expenses You are responsible for any expenses for the countries You are responsible for any expenses for the for the countries they countries they  citizenship. Non US passport the countries  citizenship. Non US passport  citizenship. Non US passport tour. Entry laws  citizenship. Non US passport tour. Entry laws tour. Entry laws tour. Entry laws trips outside of the United States which must be valid for at least a passport for all trips outside of the United States which must be valid for at least a passport for all  Passports and visas (if needed) are not included in a passport for all  Passports and visas (if needed) are not included in  Passports and visas (if needed) are not included in Travel 

a convenience to our customers and are Visa, MasterCard and American a convenience to our customers and are Visa, MasterCard and American a discount for Visa, MasterCard and American a discount for a discount for met, tour . Tour price is based on a minimum number of met, tour . Tour price is based on a minimum number of . Tour price is based on a minimum number of room supplement a roommate. If no roommate is room a roommate. If no roommate is a roommate. If no roommate is  citizenship. Non US passport countries they You are responsible for any expenses countries they a result of delays or itinerary changes related to your You are responsible for any expenses are therefore a result of delays or itinerary changes related to your . Flight tickets must match passport name are therefore the responsibility . Flight tickets must match passport name : 100% of Cancellation Fees are the responsibility . Flight tickets must match passport name is the . Flight tickets must match passport name : 100% of Cancellation Fees are is the . Flight tickets must match passport name documents and . Flight tickets must match passport name documents and documents and are . Flight tickets must match passport name documents and and are room supplement . Tour price is based on a minimum number of room supplement met, tour price . Tour price is based on a minimum number of a discount for met, tour price Visa, MasterCard and American a discount for a convenience to our customers and are 
Travel  Passports and visas (if needed) are not included in a passport for all  Passports and visas (if needed) are not included in trips outside of the United States which must be valid for at least tour. Entry laws  citizenship. Non US passport tour. Entry laws the countries You are responsible for any expenses the countries a result of delays or itinerary changes related to your You are responsible for any expenses and are a result of delays or itinerary changes related to your . Entry laws  citizenship. Non US passport . Entry laws countries they You are responsible for any expenses countries a result of delays or itinerary changes related to your You are responsible for any expenses and are therefore a result of delays or itinerary changes related to your . Flight tickets must match passport name and are therefore You are responsible for any expenses a result of delays or itinerary changes related to your You are responsible for any expenses . Entry laws  citizenship. Non US passport . Entry laws the countries You are responsible for any expenses the countries met, tour price a discount for met, tour price Visa, MasterCard and American a discount for a convenience to our customers and are 
Travel  Passports and visas (if needed) are not included in a passport for all  Passports and visas (if needed) are not included in trips outside of the United States which must be valid for at least . Entry laws trips outside of the United States which must be valid for at least . Entry laws  citizenship. Non US passport . Entry laws the countries they You are responsible for any expenses the countries a passport for all trips outside of the United States which must be valid for at least a convenience to our customers and are 
Travel  Passports and visas (if needed) are not included in a passport for all  Passports and visas (if needed) are not included in a convenience to our customers and are a passport for all trips outside of the United States which must be valid for at least a roommate. If no roommate is room supplement a roommate. If no roommate is . Tour price is based on a minimum number of supplement tour price . Tour price is based on a minimum number of a discount for tour price Visa, MasterCard and American a discount for a roommate. If no roommate is supplement a roommate. If no roommate is . Tour price is based on a minimum number of supplement tour price . Tour price is based on a minimum number of a discount for tour price a roommate. If no roommate is supplement a roommate. If no roommate is . Tour price is based on a minimum number of supplement tour price . Tour price is based on a minimum number of a discount for price a roommate. If no roommate is supplement a roommate. If no roommate is . Tour price is based on a minimum number of supplement tour price . Tour price is based on a minimum number of a discount for price a roommate. If no roommate is supplement a roommate. If no roommate is . Tour price is based on a minimum number of supplement price . Tour price is based on a minimum number of a roommate. If no roommate is supplement a roommate. If no roommate is . Tour price is based on a minimum number of supplement price . Tour price is based on a minimum number of change. paid by cash or change. are accepted as a convenience to our customers and are to a 3% non-refundable convenience fee.  Passports and visas (if needed) are not included in to a 3% non-refundable convenience fee. paid by cash or accepted as to a 3% non-refundable convenience fee. a 3% non-refundable convenience fee.  Passports and visas (if needed) are not included in a 3% non-refundable convenience fee. Travel insurance also covers emergency Travel insurance also covers emergency Travel insurance also covers emergency grant full  We strongly advise cancellation . Unused portions of the tour cost are not  We strongly advise cancellation . Unused portions of the tour cost are not submitted forces your submitted forces your forces your above. You will also be charged a single room fee forces above. You will also be charged a single room fee above. You will also be charged a single room fee airfare and overseas above. You will also be charged a single room fee airfare and overseas tour price; airfare and tour price; of tour price; to 120 days cancellation penalties: cancellation penalties: who do not who do not who do not premium has been who do not premium has been covered by the passenger. covered by passenger. verifying any refund lack of appropriate any refund lack of appropriate lack of appropriate incurred are visiting, incurred are visiting, are visiting, holders are visiting, holders holders differ six differ six six six six covered passengercovered passengerpassengerand verifying any refund and verifying any refund any refund of appropriate any refund of appropriate of appropriate as a result of delays or itinerary changes related to your visiting, if required. as a result of delays or itinerary changes related to your visiting, if required. visiting, if required. responsible if required. responsible responsible respect to beyond the respect to beyond the beyond the trips outside of the United States which must be valid for at least travelers trips outside of the United States which must be valid for at least travelers  Passports and visas (if needed) are not included in a 3% non-refundable convenience fee.  Passports and visas (if needed) are not included in a 3% non-refundable convenience fee. a 3% non-refundable convenience fee. accepted as a convenience to our customers and are a 3% non-refundable convenience fee. accepted as a convenience to our customers and are cash or check. accepted as a convenience to our customers and are cash or check. change. The the minimum . Tour price is based on a minimum number of placement, the applicable . Tour price is based on a minimum number of placement, the applicable placement, the applicable finding placement, the applicable finding finding of a result of delays or itinerary changes related to your You are responsible for any expenses a result of delays or itinerary changes related to your You are responsible for any expenses You are responsible for any expenses obtaining visas You are responsible for any expenses obtaining visas obtaining visas travelers’ citizenship. Non US passport obtaining travelers’ citizenship. Non US passport completion travelers’ citizenship. Non US passport completion completion trips outside of the United States which must be valid for at least are required trips outside of the United States which must be valid for at least travelers are required  Passports and visas (if needed) are not included in travelers are required  Passports and visas (if needed) are not included in  Passports and visas (if needed) are not included in a 3% non-refundable convenience fee. accepted as a 3% non-refundable convenience fee. accepted as by cash or accepted as by cash or change. by cash or change. change. Should the . Tour price is based on a minimum number of placement, guarantee the placement, guarantee the guarantee the subjected Express Express unforeseen events. Travel insurance also covers emergency grant full Travel insurance also covers emergency grant full may grant Travel insurance also covers emergency may grant grant full Travel insurance also covers emergency grant full insurance, which may grant full refund may grant insurance,  We strongly advise cancellation full refund  We strongly advise cancellation  We strongly advise cancellation  We strongly advise cancellation refundable.  We strongly advise cancellation Travel Insurance:refundable.  We strongly advise cancellation refundable.  We strongly advise cancellation refundable.  We strongly advise cancellation Travel Insurance: We strongly advise cancellation receipt 

Travel Insurance:
. Unused portions of the tour cost are not  We strongly advise cancellation receipt by MTT. Unused portions of the tour cost are not take effect upon . Unused portions of the tour cost are not take effect upon must be submitted by MTTmust be submitted must be submitted must be submitted in writing and will take effect upon must be submitted  We strongly advise cancellation . Unused portions of the tour cost are not  We strongly advise cancellation . Unused portions of the tour cost are not effect upon . Unused portions of the tour cost are not effect upon take effect upon a single room. All take effect upon a single room. All a single room. All You will also be charged a single room fee a single room. All You will also be charged a single room fee You will also be charged a single room fee cancellation fees You will also be charged a single room fee cancellation fees non-refundable. 119-60 days, $500; 59-30 handling fee, will the following the following the following is insurable. Travel Insurance Program provided is insurable. Travel Insurance Program provided Travel Insurance Program provided Travel Insurance Program provided : 100% of Cancellation Fees are of the : 100% of Cancellation Fees are of the of the Travel 

a convenience to our customers and are 
Travel 

a convenience to our customers and are Visa, MasterCard and American a discount for met, tour price a discount for tour price met, tour price . Tour price is based on a minimum number of met, tour price . Tour price is based on a minimum number of . Tour price is based on a minimum number of room supplement . Tour price is based on a minimum number of room supplement applicable . Tour price is based on a minimum number of applicable applicable single room supplement a roommate. If no roommate is applicable single a roommate. If no roommate is a roommate. If no roommate is trips outside of the United States which must be valid for at least a passport for all  Passports and visas (if needed) are not included in a passport for all  Passports and visas (if needed) are not included in  Passports and visas (if needed) are not included in  Passports and visas (if needed) are not included in a 3% non-refundable convenience fee. . Flight tickets must match passport name documents a result of delays or itinerary changes related to your documents a result of delays or itinerary changes related to your a result of delays or itinerary changes related to your You are responsible for any expenses a result of delays or itinerary changes related to your You are responsible for any expenses required. You are responsible for any expenses responsible for obtaining to travelers’responsible for obtaining to travelers’the completion airfare and tour price; airfare and overseas tour price; tour price; days before penalties: Full days before penalties: Full penalties: Full take insurance take insurance paid and take insurance paid and reason optional Travel Insurance Program provided paid and reason optional Travel Insurance Program provided optional Travel Insurance Program provided Travel Insurance Program provided optional Travel Insurance Program provided : 100% of Cancellation Fees are documents is the : 100% of Cancellation Fees are documents is the is the . Flight tickets must match passport name is the . Flight tickets must match passport name . Flight tickets must match passport name and are . Flight tickets must match passport name and are and are overseas operation You will also be charged a single room fee overseas operation less than overseas operation less than less than 29 departure: than 29 departure: departure: refund, less departure: refund, less refund, less $200 should be refund, less $200 should be should be reason for cancellation should be reason for cancellation Travel Insurance Program provided reason for cancellation Travel Insurance Program provided Travel Insurance Program provided Travel Insurance Program provided : 100% of Cancellation Fees are is the : 100% of Cancellation Fees are is the is the . Flight tickets must match passport name is the . Flight tickets must match passport name fees will made cancellation cancellation Those who cancellation Those who cancellation Those who do premium has who do premium has been by the has been by the by the optional Cancellations
travel documents MTT. Flight tickets must match passport name documents MTT. Flight tickets must match passport name . Flight tickets must match passport name documents and . Flight tickets must match passport name documents and documents and . Flight tickets must match passport name documents and documents and are therefore a result of delays or itinerary changes related to your are therefore a result of delays or itinerary changes related to your a result of delays or itinerary changes related to your You are responsible for any expenses a result of delays or itinerary changes related to your You are responsible for any expenses You are responsible for any expenses the countries  citizenship. Non US passport countries  citizenship. Non US passport . Entry laws  citizenship. Non US passport . Entry laws . Entry laws trips outside of the United States which must be valid for at least . Entry laws trips outside of the United States which must be valid for at least a passport for all trips outside of the United States which must be valid for at least a passport for all cancellation cancellation non-refundable. You will also be charged a single room fee You will also be charged a single room fee fees will November 5-15, 2018 t Tour Code: DS1118               Or register online at madisontravel.com

 

Name must be EXACTLY as it appears on Passport                    Please submit one form per passenger

Last Name                First Name               Middle Name

Mailing Address     City    State Zip

Phone     Email

Name Tag (if different from above)   Emergency Contact and Phone (not traveling with you)

Passport Number  Expires (MM/DD/YYYY)   Country of Citizenship
Registrations accepted without passport information. Please submit when available. 
Passport must be valid for 6 months after return.

q Male   q Female         q Please Assign Roommate - Two separate beds  
   Date of Birth (MM/DD/YYYY)  q Rooming with Spouse - One bed
       q Single Room Supplement ($775)

Tour Roommate -  If left blank, we will do our best to pair you with a suitable roommate.

By signing below, I confirm that I have read and agree to the Terms and Conditions.

Signature     Date

Payment Information:                           
$500 deposit now to reserve your space  
$1000 due April 1 and June 1, 2018
Balance due August 1, 2018
Additional 3% convenience fee will apply to all credit card charges.

Credit Card Number      3% fee will apply  Exp (MM/YY) Code

If credit card name and billing address are different from tour member, please submit with registration.

Send completed registration form and checks payable to:
Madison Tours and Travel, Inc. t 4952 Warner Ave, Ste. 256 t Huntington Beach, CA 92649
714-369-6164 t 888-837-9640 t Fax 714-369-6165 t www.madisontravel.com   CST #2113996-40

$

Please include Tour Code 
DS1118 on all payments 

and correspondence



TOUR  ITINERARY:A  M E S S A G E  F R O M  YO U R  PA S TO R :

TOTAL TOUR PRICE:

$3,695
from Los Angeles

TOUR  INCLUDES :• Round trip airfare on El Al Airlines from Los Angeles• Breakfast & dinner daily• Special St. Peter’s Fish lunch• 8 amazing days of sightseeing • All entrance fees on itinerary• English speaking guide • Porters at hotels• Tips to driver, guide and hotel staff• Deluxe motor coach & driver• 8 nights hotel accommodation• Airport transfers • Airline tax & fuel surcharge* (subject to change) Tour price is a cash/check discounted rate.
       NOT INCLUDED: 
Lunches, bottled water or beverages, single 
room, travel insurance, personal items, use of 
credit cards for tour payments.

Day 1, Monday, November 5● Depart Los Angeles
Day 2, Tuesday, November 6● Arrive Tel Aviv● Joppa● Overnight Netanya
Day 3, Wednesday, November 7● Caesarea Maritima ● Mount Carmel● Megiddo● Overnight Tiberius
Day 4, Thursday, November 8● Mount of Beatitudes● Capernaum● Ancient Boat● Boat Ride on the Sea of Galilee● Saint Peter’s Primacy● Magdala● Overnight Tiberius
Day 5, Friday, November 9● Caesarea Philippi● Tel Dan● Yardenit Baptismal Site● Overnight Tiberius
Day 6, Saturday, November 10● Beit Shean● Gideon Springs● Qsar el Yahud● Drive to Jerusalem  ● Mount Scopus● Overnight Jerusalem  Come join us for a life-changing trip to Israel! Visiting Bible lands is far more significant than a vacation - it is an opportunity to gain a deeper understanding of God’s Word.We will experience the historical roots of our faith as we follow the footsteps of Jesus, visit the actual places from the Gospels, see the sites of the prophets, stand on the shores of the Sea of Galilee, and walk the streets of Jerusalem.We will enjoy some amazing times of worship and prayer throughout our time together as we experience the Bible coming to life where the actual events took place. To see the Word of God come alive is more than words can describe. Don’t miss this opportunity to walk through the Bible lands on a spiritual journey that will leave you changed and with a new hunger for God’s Word! Pastor Drew Smithson *Airline taxes and fuel surcharge are included in the tour price at the current rate. Due to fluctuating oil prices, the fee may change. If the airline imposes an increase, the difference will be collected before departure.MTT is unable to use frequent flyer points to pay for flights or upgrades. 

Flight schedules can be changed by the airline. Itinerary 
can be changed at the discretion of your leaders, guide 
and tour operator. PLEASE NOTE:

 Day 7, Sunday, November 11● Mount of Olives● Palm Sunday Road● Gethsemane ● Pools of Bethesda● Via Dolorosa● Church of the Holy Sepulcher● Bethlehem● Overnight Jerusalem  Day 8, Monday, November 12● Caiaphas’ House● Upper Room● Jewish Quarter● Roman Cardo● Hezekiah’s Wall● Southern Steps● Western Wall● Western Wall Tunnel ● City of David● Pools of Siloam● Overnight Jerusalem 
Day 9, Tuesday, November 13● Dead Sea● Masada● Ein Gedi● Qumran● Dead Sea Swim● Overnight Jerusalem  
Day 10, Wednesday, November 14● Israel Museum● Yad Vashem ● Garden Tomb● Farewell Dinner ● Transfer to airport for late night departure 
Day 11, Thursday, November 15● Depart just after midnight ● Arrive home


